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I. INTRODUCTION

The technique of saturated-absorption spectroscopy
been used to achieve spectral resolution below the ordin
limits of Doppler broadening, and the demonstration of t
technique using 780-nm diode-laser excitation of rubidi
vapor has become a classic student experiment in mo
optics.1 This note is intended to make the saturate
absorption technique more comprehensible to students
displaying and discussing two phenomena that make it p
sible. These are the ability of sufficiently strong light to sa
rate an atomic transition, and the possibility for narrow-ba
light to interact with only a part of the velocity distributio
of a gaseous sample.

The two experimental demonstrations require, resp
tively, one and two narrow-band laser sources that are
able over the atomic rubidium absorption lines near 780~or
795! nm. It is the increasing availability, and decreasing co
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of such sources that make these demonstrations feasible
sources may conveniently be free-running, or grating-tun
and spectrally narrowed, diode laser systems; power leve
a few milliwatts suffice for the experiments described he

II. DISPLAYING SATURATION OF ATOMIC
TRANSITIONS

We are conditioned to expect that a beam of light pass
through a sample will be attenuated, perhaps in a frequen
dependent way, such that the sample can be characterize
a ‘‘transmission coefficient’’T. Thus a neutral-density filte
might haveT50.25 independent of the light’s frequenc
while a colored-glass filter might haveT vary systematically
with frequency. This section aims to show that, in contra
atomic samplescannotbe characterized by an ordinary tran
mission coefficientT, not even one with strong frequenc
dependence.
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The experimental demonstration of this fact is very dire
it requires one tunable laser source whose beam reach
detector after passing successively through two absorb
one of them a neutral density filter, and the other an ato
vapor. The particular realization used here is shown in
inset of Fig. 1; it uses a 5-mW 780-nm diode-laser sou
and a fixedT50.50 neutral-density filter to deliver, in
beam of size about 234 mm2, about 2.5 mW of linearly
polarized light. The beam passes through the two sample
interest, aT50.13 neutral-density filter and a 5-cm-long ce
of room-temperature rubidium vapor, before reaching a s
con photodiode. The signal recorded is proportional to
power reaching the detector, and it is displayed in Fig. 1 a
function of the frequency of the diode-laser source.2 The
demonstration consists of comparing the signals obtai
from two versions of the experiment, differingonly in the
order in which the light encounters the two absorbers. If
neutral-density filter’s transmissionTnd is frequency inde-
pendent, and if the rubidium vapor could be characterized
a frequency-dependent transmission coefficientTRb( f ), then
we would expect to obtain in the two cases the signals

P1~ f !5TRb~ f !TndP0~ f !, P2~ f !5TndTRb~ f !P0~ f !, ~1!

where P0( f ) is the output power of the diode laser as
function of frequency. Naturally we’d expectP1( f )
5P2( f ); that is, we’d expect it not to matter in which orde
the light encounters the two absorbers.

But the data of Fig. 1 show that itdoesmatter; the reso-
nant absorption due to the 780-nm 52S1/2– 5 2P3/2 transitions
in rubidium vapor thus cannot be characterized by an o
nary transmission coefficientTRb( f ). In fact we see that the
absorption dips due to atomic transitions in rubidium a
deeper in the case in which the light first encounters
neutral-density filter. We are led to conclude that rubidiu
vapor will absorb a greater fraction of dim light than it w
of bright light. If we consider a continuous variation of ligh
intensity from zero intensity upwards, we could imagine
transmission coefficient defined in the low-intensity lim
but we see that the relative absorption decreases, and
absolute power absorbed and re-radiated becomessaturated,
as the intensity reaches some characteristic level.

III. INTERPRETING SATURATION OF ATOMIC
TRANSITIONS

We will now show that this ‘‘saturation of absorption
occurs for light bright enough to cause non-negligible dep
tion of the atomic ground-state population, and we will co
pute the scale of intensity required to exhibit this effect.
do this calculation, we introduce a two-level model of t
sort Einstein used to understand the equilibrium of bla
body radiation with matter.3 If we have ground-state atom
with populationN1 , and excited-state atoms with populatio
N2 , immersed in an isotropic, unpolarized radiation field
spectral energy densityu(v) ~whose units are energy pe
unit volume per unit angular-frequency interval!, then the
populations change with time according to

dN2

dt
51B21N1u~v12!2B12N2u~v12!2AN2 ~2!

and
833 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 9, September 1999
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dN1

dt
52B21N1u~v12!1B12N2u~v12!1AN2 . ~3!

Here v125u(E12E2)u/\ is the Bohr frequency of the tran
sition between the states. TheB21 terms give the rate of
excitation of ground-state atoms to the excited state, w
the B12 terms give the rate at which excited-state atoms
stimulated to make transitions to the ground state. Finally
terms in A give the rate of spontaneous decay of excit
states. Standard calculations show that the mean lifetim
the excited-state atoms against spontaneous decayt
51/A, and also show that theA andB coefficients are related
by Einstein’s results

A5~\v12
3 /p2c3!B ~4!

with B5B125B21.
Now if the sample is illuminated by a chosen spectr

density functionu(v), the steady-state solutions of~2! and
~3! will obey the relationship

N2

N1
5

Bu~v12!

Bu~v12!1A
. ~5!

Depending on the relative size of the two terms in the
nominator, this fraction has two interesting limiting cases
the excitation isweak, the second term dominates, and~5!
gives

N2

N1
'

B

A
u~v12!, ~6!

so that the degree of excitation is directly proportional to
strength of the exciting fields; this is the linear regime,
which the samplecan be characterized by an ordinary tran
mission coefficient.

If, on the other hand, the excitation isstrong, then the first
term in the denominator in~5! dominates, and we have

N2

N1
˜1,

which shows that a strong enough field will tend to equal
the ground-and excited-state populations, so that nearly
of all the atoms are in the excited state. Under these co
tions, the sample’s absorption drops nearly to zero~since
stimulated emission will restore to the radiation field nea
as many photons as absorption removes!, and the sample can
certainly not be characterized by its weak-field transmiss
coefficient.

The boundary between the weak- and strong-field regim
may conveniently be located where the two terms in the
nominator in~5! are equal; this gives for the onset of sat
ration the condition

usat~v12!5
A

B
5

\v12
3

p2c3 5
4h

l3 , ~7!

where l is the wavelength of the light resonant with th
transition. According to this criterion, the onset of saturati
833Apparatus and Demonstration Notes
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corresponds to having one-third of the atoms in the exc
state, and two-thirds in the ground state.

Now in isotropic radiation fields, the rate at which ener
crosses any surface gives a spectral density of irradia
~with units of power per unit area per unit angular-frequen
interval! related to the spectral density of energy by

I ~v!5 1
4cu~v!, ~8!

so we can define a saturation value of irradiance as

I sat~v!5
c

4
usat~v!5

hc

l3 . ~9!

This is still a spectral density, but it can be connected to
ordinary irradianceI ~power per unit area! of an approxi-
mately monochromatic beam by noting that the light be
would have nearly the same effects on the atoms if its ene
were spread out in frequency over the natural linewi
Dv51/t of the atomic transition. This would give a spectr
density

I ~v!5
I

Dv
, ~10!

so the saturation irradiance,I sat, is finally

I sat5I sat~v!Dv5
hc

l3

1

t
. ~11!

This result differs from the more detailed calculation quo
by Metcalf4 only by a factor of~p/3!, which is better agree
ment than we might expect, given the cavalier treatmen
polarization and directional effects in the derivation abov

The rubidium atomic transition in question hasl
5780 nm, and the upper state hast526.6 ns,5 so we com-
pute the saturation irradiance to be

Fig. 1. Graphs of optical power transmitted through the combination o
rubidium-vapor absorption cell and a 13%-transmission neutral-density
ter, plotted as a function of optical frequency over a range of about 10 G
near the 780-nm rubidium resonance line. The inset shows the arrange
of a tunable diode-laser source, a fixed 50%-transmission neutral-de
filter, the vapor cell, the photodetector PD, and the two possible posit
for the 13%-transmission neutral-density filter. The curves shown hav
baseline of zero optical power, and the two graphs labeled ‘‘pre’’ a
‘‘post’’ correspond to positioning the 13%-transmission filter before, or
ter, the rubidium cell.
834 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 9, September 1999
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I sat516.0 W/m251.60 mW/cm2. ~12!

In the experimental setup shown, a laser with output pow
5.0 mW, attenuated to 2.5 mW by a fixedT50.50 neutral-
density filter, was collimated into a parallel beam of appro
mate dimensions 234 mm2, so the beam used in the exper
ment had an irradiance of about

~2.5 mW!/~0.230.4 cm2!531 mW/cm2. ~13!

The beam encountering the rubidium vapor had an irradia
that depended on the position of the 13% neutral-den
filter; in the ‘‘pre’’ position, the irradiance was about
mW/cm2, while in the ‘‘post’’ position, the irradiance wa
the full 31 mW/cm2. These two irradiances are, respective
on the edge of, and well into, the saturation region deriv
theoretically above, and are manifestly intense enough to
count for the saturation phenomena displayed in Fig. 1.
tailed quantitative comparison is much harder, and is
attempted here; one of the many difficulties is the transve
profile of the laser beam, which means that absorption in
laser beam’s center may become saturated while absorp
in the fringes of the beam is still in the linear regime. But w
have shown experimentally that saturation is an empir
fact, and we’ve shown theoretically the intensity scale
quired to exhibit this effect.

IV. DEMONSTRATING VELOCITY SELECTION IN
ABSORPTION

Our goal of exhibiting velocity-selective effects in the in
teraction of light with matter, and the need to understand
structure exhibited by the graphs in Fig. 1, require that
introduce some details of the energy-level structure ly
behind the 780-nm transition in atomic rubidium. This
displayed in Fig. 2, which shows the existence of two is
topes in rubidium and the splitting of the electronic grou
state of each isotope by hyperfine structure. Ignoring
smaller hyperfine structure of the excited state, this isot
and hyperfine structure allows four different transition fr
quencies within the 780-nm resonance line, and these co
spond to the four absorption dips exhibited in the data of F

a
l-
z
ent
ity
s
a

d
-

Fig. 2. Energy-level diagram for the 780-nm resonance transitions in ato
rubidium. The ground-state hyperfine splittings of 6.8 and 3.0 GHz
rubidium-87 and -85 are indicated; the excited-state hyperfine splittings~all
less than 0.5 GHz! have been omitted. The four transitions have been
beled a, b, c, d in order of increasing optical frequency.
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1. For reference, the optical frequencies involved are al
the neighborhood of 384 000 GHz, and the width of the f
quency scan in Fig. 1 is of the order of 10 GHz. The nonz
width of the four absorption dips is due largely to the roo
temperature Doppler broadening of the transitions~full width
at half-maximum calculated to be about 0.5 GHz!, though
there is some broadening due to upper-state hyperfine s
ture ~0.1–0.3 GHz!, and the linewidth of the diode-laser ra
diation ~,0.1 GHz!.

We now introduce a second experimental demonstrat
aimed at direct confirmation of the role of atomic velociti
in causing the Doppler broadening exhibited in Fig. 1, a
also confirming that Doppler broadening can in fact be s
mounted. The demonstration discussed here requires tw
dependently tunable laser sources, but it allows the stud
phenomena not visible in the ordinary one-laser demons
tion of saturated-absorption spectroscopy. The role of
two lasers is different, so the technique also illustrates v
concretely the important pump–probe technique useful in
many forms in modern spectroscopy.6 The output of one of
the lasers is divided into two weak beams, both pass
through the sample and each independently monitored
photodiodes; this laser is continually scanned over the
bidium resonances, and each beam serves as a ‘‘probe
the absorption of light by the atoms in the vapor. The ot
laser provides a single, stronger, ‘‘pump’’ beam, and this
sent through the sample too, but in the opposite direct
and overlapping with only one of the ‘‘probe’’ beams in th
vapor cell.7 The goal is to use the two probe beams diffe
entially, and thus to see what difference the pump be
causes in the absorption due to the atoms it illuminates.
geometry used is shown in Fig. 3; in practice, the two pa
lel and weak~!1 mW! probe beams are derived from th
Fresnel reflections at the two faces of an~uncoated! thick
plastic block, while the pump beam comes directly from t
other diode laser and has a power of order 5 mW; all
beams have the same linear polarization.

In the absence of any pump beam, each probe beam
fers absorption as a function of frequency in the fashion
lustrated in Fig. 1; the difference in the two probe beam
absorption is negligible, and this real-time difference sig
provides a baseline against which the effects of the pu
beam will be visible. We then introduce the pump beam a
fixed ~unscanned! frequency, and look for its effect on th

Fig. 3. Experimental arrangement for demonstrating velocity-selec
population redistribution in rubidium vapor. The probe laser is continua
scanned in frequency, and is used to form two weak probe beams pa
through the rubidium-vapor absorption cell; the pump laser is held fixe
frequency, and sends a counterpropagating strong beam through th
bidium cell, overlapping there with only one of the probe beams. The
perimental differential-transmission signal is derived from the difference
the optical power of the two probe beams, as measured by photodete
PD1 and PD2.
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differential transmission signal. The effects we see are ill
trated in Fig. 4, and they depend on the presence, and
frequency, of the pump beam. The frequency to which
pump laser is tuned can be easily established in a sepa
fluorescence experiment, and this allows the pump beam
be set~for instance! to one of the six optical frequencie
labeled f 1– f 6 on the optical frequency scale in Fig. 4. F
example, a first scan labeled ‘‘f 1’’ is obtained with the pump
laser set to frequencyf 1 , below the central frequency o
component ‘‘a’’ of the four-line absorption structure of th
rubidium resonance line. This scan displays nonz
differential-transmission features, as shown in the trace
beled ‘‘f 1’’ in Fig. 4.

The features of this trace are very instructive. We see fi
of all that there is no differential transmission in either of t
two components ‘‘b’’ or ‘‘c’’ in the pattern, and we ascrib
this to the isotopic composition of rubidium. In scan ‘‘f 1’’
the pump laser, set to optical frequencyf 1 , is interacting
only with rubidium-87 atoms; so the components ‘‘b’’ an
‘‘c,’’ due to rubidium-85 atoms, are entirely unaffected.

In the differential-transmission signals, we next see t
component ‘‘a’’ of the four-line patternis affected, but that
the effect comesnot at the optical frequencyf 1 of the pump
laser, but rather at an optical frequencyabove the central
frequency of component ‘‘a.’’ This feature, shown in sc
‘‘ f 1’’ of Fig. 4, then movesdownin optical frequency as the
pump laser frequency is movedup in scans ‘‘f 2’’ and ‘‘ f 3 .’’
This is direct evidence of the role of atomic velocities
creating the Doppler-broadened profile exhibited by feat
‘‘a.’’ The reason the feature in question appears at all is t
the pump beam, at one fixed frequencyf 1 , interacts only

e

ing
n
ru-
-

n
ors

Fig. 4. Signals observed as a function of the frequency of the scanned p
laser. The uppermost trace shows the transmission signal obtained w
single probe beam~and with no pump beam!; the six lower traces all show
differential transmission measured using both probe beams~with the pump
beam present!. Traces ‘‘f 1’’ through ‘‘ f 6’’ ~with their zeros displaced ver-
tically! show the results of setting the pump-laser frequency successive
the six optical frequencies labeledf 1 through f 6 on the optical frequency
scale shown.
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with those rubidium-87 atoms having the longitudinal velo
ity component required to bring them into resonance with
pump laser. In trace ‘‘f 1 ,’’ where the pump laser is tune
belowresonance, the only atoms that interact with the pu
laser are those that are movingtoward the pump laser, at the
velocity required to produce the necessary Doppler shif
frequency. Furthermore, the atoms that are thus affected
the pump laser are removed from the ground-state pop
tion, since they have become part of the excited-state po
lation distribution. Because the pump beam has an inten
well into the saturation regime, this causes a non-neglig
deficiency of atoms in one particular velocity class in t
population of ground-state atoms;8 this deficiency is revealed
as decreased absorption of light in the probe beam hea
toward detector PD1. Since the atoms that are involved
moving toward the pump laser, however, they are mov
away from the probe laser beams; thus because of the D
pler effect their effects are seen when the probe laser is tu
abovethe resonant frequency of atoms at rest.

Further evidence for the velocity selectivity of this proce
comes from thewidthsof the features shown in scans ‘‘f 1 ,’’
etc. The pump laser is interacting with only one veloc
class of atoms, so that the differential signal revealed by
probe laser will also be due to one velocity class. Thus
absorption features shown in scans ‘‘f 1’ ’ – ‘‘ f 6’ ’ are not
Doppler broadened; rather, they reveal the absorption s
trum due to velocity-selected atoms. Since the width of th
absorption features is smaller than the ordinary Dopp
width, this technique permits spectroscopy beyond the re
lution limit ordinarily imposed by Doppler broadening. Th
is one of the main purposes of the saturated-absorption t
nique, and its utility is revealed in this example by the su
structure clearly visible in scan ‘‘f 2’’ of Fig. 4, which dis-
plays incipient resolution of the hyperfine structure of t
excitedstate of the rubidium 780-nm transition.

The third feature of interest in Fig. 4 is the ‘‘hyperfin
pumping’’ exhibited in the data. When the pump laser is
to optical frequencyf 2 , near the center of component ‘‘a’’ o
the four-line pattern, the expected decrease in absorptio
this component is seen, and it is seen at optical frequencyf 2 .
The unexpected thing is theincreasein absorption that can
be seen at a quite different frequency, near the cente
component ‘‘d’’ of the four-line pattern. This effect can b
understood by reference to the energy-level diagram of
2: When the pump laser is tuned to frequencyf 2 , it is excit-
ing ~only! rubidium-87 atoms, and~only! those in theF52
hyperfine level of the ground state, to the excited state. Th
atoms are allowed to decay back either to theF52, or to the
F51, hyperfine level of the ground state. Not only does
steady presence of the pump laser cause a steady-state
ciency of atoms in theF52 substate of the ground state;
also simultaneously causes anexcessof atoms in theF51
substate of the ground state. This excess is displayed a
creased absorption in component ‘‘d’’ of the four-line pa
tern, since this marks the optical frequency at which
probe laser interacts with theF51 substate of the groun
state.

This hyperfine pumping is velocity selective, as compa
sons of the features of scans ‘‘f 1’ ’ – ‘‘ f 3’ ’ reveal; it is also
isotope selective. Scans ‘‘f 4’ ’ – ‘‘ f 6’ ’ are obtained with the
836 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 9, September 1999
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pump laser set in the vicinity of component ‘‘b,’’ thereb
depleting theF53 hyperfine level of rubidium-85; the re
sults show up as decreased absorption near component
increased absorption near component ‘‘c,’’ and no effec
all in the two outer components due to rubidium-87.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The two experimental demonstrations discussed here o
students the opportunity to see the separate effects of op
saturation and of velocity selectivity, illustrated in expe
ments of maximal clarity and minimal complexity. We su
gest that they should be useful introductory exercises
students attempting to understand the valuable techniqu
Doppler-free saturated-absorption spectroscopy, or ind
any of the range of pump–probe spectroscopies widely u
in modern atomic and molecular physics.
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From the pioneering effort by Talbot1 to the present, the
interference fringes formed by polarized convergent light
crystals2,3 have been observed in a microscope fitted w
polarizing attachments. The demonstration of interfere
patterns to a large audience can be accomplished by op
or TV projection onto a screen. Here we report a sim
optical device~Fig. 1! which gives an immediate projectio
of bright patterns of large dimensions. To achieve this res
a wide-angle, large-aperture Erfle eyepiece is used. In
device the optical array of the Erfle eyepiece serves not a
eyepiece, but to focus a beam of light on a crystal and
project a nonlocalized interference pattern onto a dist
screen.

The device includes a source of lightS ~an incandescen
lamp, 6 V, 6 W!, an Erfle eyepiece with the elements label
L1L2L3 ~similar to one available from Edmund Scientific4!,
two polarizers~polaroids! P1 and P2 , and a Pockels cell
made of a DKDP single crystal~potassium dihydrogen phos
phate doped with deuterium!. The cell with the dimensions
13131 cm is placed between the polarizers. The length
the eyepiece cover is 40 mm, the diameters of its apertu
are denoted with the sign ‘‘B’’ and they are equal to 26 and
30 mm. The light source is located on the output side of
eyepiece. Figure 1 also shows other necessary dimensio

The eyepiece builds up a convergent beam of light t
passes through the polarizerP1 and is focused inside the
crystal. The Pockels cell is homebuilt. The DKDP crystal h
been donated to us by colleagues from the Scientific Te
nical Complex ‘‘Institute for Single Crystals,’’ Nationa
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Kharkov, Ukraine. T
cell is made as follows. The crystal is cut perpendicular to
optic axis. Transparent conducting CuI films5 approximately
100 nm thick are formed on its polished faces. We ha
prepared CuI films in two stages. First, a copper film a
proximately 25 nm thick is made using the vacuum depo
tion technique. This thickness value has been evaluated f
the mass of the evaporated copper. The Cu film obtaine
transformed into a transparent CuI film in iodine vapor. T
iodine vapor is obtained at room temperature from a sm
piece of crystalline iodine placed on the bottom of a clos

Fig. 1. Design of the device. All dimensions are in mm.
837 Am. J. Phys.67 ~9!, September 1999
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desiccator. During the iodination process, the crystal rests
the desiccator table. The process is terminated when the
is completely transparent, the control being performed vi
ally. The CuI films may also be prepared with direct vacuu
deposition of the ready-made CuI compound. After the C
films are ready, the Pockels cell is placed into the device
dc potential difference is applied across the crystal resul
in a dc electric field strength directed along the optic axis
the crystal. The power supply should give a smooth dc
tential difference variable between 0 and 15 kV.

The divergent beam of light leaving the crystal pass
through the polarizerP2 and hits a screen placed at a di

Fig. 2. Interference patterns with crossed polarizers:~a! potential difference
switched off (V50), ~b! potential difference switched on (V56 kV).
A device for demonstrating interference fringes and electro-optic
effect in crystals

Leonid A. Ageev and Vladimir D. Yegorenkov
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tancel from the output face of the device which is not le
than 0.5 m. On the screen, which may be placed at
distance exceeding 0.5 m, an interference pattern is obse
whose dimensions depend uponl. For example, atl 51.5 m
the diameter of the pattern is 0.5 m. The brightness is su
cient for demonstration on the walls or the ceiling of a lar
darkened room.

When the potential difference is switched off and the p
larizers are crossed, a pattern of colored interference ring
observed with a dark cross, often referred to as
‘‘brushes’’ @Fig. 2~a!#. As the potential differenceV is in-
creased, the pattern gradually changes until it has
‘‘eyes;’’ these are associated with a biaxial crystal cut p
pendicular to the bisector of the axes. In the device one
ploys a DKDP crystal possessing the 42̄m symmetry group.
The matrix of the electro-optic effect for these crystals co
tains the electro-optic coefficientr 63. When an electric field
Ez directed along the optic axisz is applied, then the index
ellipsoid assumes the form6

x21y2

no
2 1

z2

ne
2 12r 63Ezxy51, ~1!

whereno ,ne are the principal values of refraction indices f
the ordinary and extraordinary waves. From this equat
one finds the refractive indices~half-axes of the index ellip-
soid which now relates to a biaxial crystal!:

nx85no2
no

3

2
r 63Ez ,

ny85no1
no

3

2
r 63Ez , ~2!

nz5ne ,

wherex8,y8 are the axesx andy, rotated around thez axis
over the angle 45°.

The quantitative evaluation of changes observed in
interference pattern may be made if the dispersions of
refractive indicesno(l),ne(l) and of the electro-optic coef
ficient r 63(l) are known.6
a-
in
c

ca
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Thus we are able to show to a large audience a cont
ously changing set of interference patterns related to
smooth transition from a single-axis crystal to a double-a
one. Figure 2~b! shows the pattern atV56 kV.

This device makes it possible to demonstrate the inter
ence fringes of convergent polarized beams in crystals at
orientation of the crystal axes with respect to the devic
optic axis. It is used for lecture demonstrations concern
optical phenomena associated with the structure of crys
with the longitudinal Pockels effect, as well as in a labo
tory to study the effect. In the laboratory application the lig
propagating along the optic axis of the device hits the
trance slit of a monochromator. At the exit of the monoch
mator the dependence of the transmitted light intensityI on
the potential differenceV applied across the crystal is me
sured for different wavelengthsl, i.e., the dependence

I 5I 0 sin2~pV/2V1/2!, ~3!

whereV1/25l/2no
3r 63 is the half-wave potential difference a

which the phase shift between the two orthogonal-polari
waves inside the crystal isp. When the wavelengthl is
given, the maximum ofI (V) yields the half-wave potentia
differenceV1/2, whence one may find the parameterr 63 if
the no value is known.

When a brighter source is used~e.g., a halogen lamp! and
the potential difference values are programmable, this de
can also be used to generate dynamic light effects for sh
in large halls.

1Jon Darius,Beyond Vision~Oxford U.P., Oxford, New York, 1984!, p. 12.
2Max Born and Emil Wolf,Principles of Optics~Pergamon, Tarrytown,
NY, 1980!, 6th ed., pp. 701–702.

3Francis A. Jenkins and Harold E. White,Fundamentals of Optics
~McGraw–Hill, New York, 1985!, 4th ed., p. 576.

4Edmund Scientific, Optics and Optical Instruments Catalogue N98
1998, p. 3, Model #D41,347.

5Yoshihiro Kokubun, Hideo Watanabe, and Masanobu Wada, ‘‘Electr
Properties of CuI Thin Films,’’ Jpn. J. Appl. Phys.10 ~7!, 864–867
~1971!.

6Amnon Yariv and Pochi Yeh,Optical Waves in Crystals~Wiley, New
York, 1984!, pp. 229–234.
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Recently, we showed the feasibility of studying vibr
tional modes of a bell in an undergraduate lab class us
holography with standard lab class material, for instan
HeNe lasers.1 We employed both acoustic and mechani
g
e
l

excitation of the bells. Due to thev22 dependence of the
vibrational amplitude on excitation frequencyv, we were
limited to the first two resonance frequencies, 363 and 3
Hz, of our bell when using acoustic excitation with a lou
Visualization of high frequency modes of vibrating bells using high
sensitive holographic plates

Hugues Mesnil, Yves Colombe, Louis-Nicolas Hallez, Vincent Gibiat, and Holger Vacha)

Laboratoire d’Optique Quantique du CNRS, Ecole Polytechnique, 91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France
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speaker. Using a mechanical shaker, on the other hand
could also excite higher frequency modes of the bell. Ho
ever, it was impossible to record holograms for those mo
since the mechanical excitation caused a consider

Fig. 1. Photographs of the holograms recorded at vibrational frequencie
~a! 1830 Hz, ~b! 1918 Hz, ~c! 1921 Hz, ~d! 2075 Hz, and~e! 2575 Hz
tentatively identified as modes~m,n!, where 2m is the number of nodal lines
perpendicular to the main circles andn is the number of nodal circles:~a!
~3,1!, ~b! ~3,1#!, ~c! ~3,1#!, and~e! ~4,1!, respectively. The modes shown i
~b! and~c! are degenerate. The mode displayed in~d! has not been identified
yet.
la

839 Am. J. Phys.67 ~9!, September 1999
we
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s
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amount of stray vibration of the holographic table. Th
problem was especially severe since the holographic pl
we used~AGFA 8E75HD! were not very light sensitive, i.e.
for most holograms we needed exposure times of about 9

AGFA stopped its production of holographic plates
couple of months ago. For our lab classes, we are now u
two different types of holographic plates: The first ones
plates from the company ABSYS with the reference num
BB-640 which, due to their extremely small grain size, le
to very high quality holograms, but only for exposure tim
that are typically still three times longer than those for t
former AGFA plates. The second kind of plates are produ
by Kodak ~Kodak SO-253! and can be characterized by
relatively large grain size resulting in a very sensitive reco
ing material, i.e., typical exposure times might be up to
times shorter than with AGFA plates.

The use of these high sensitive Kodak plates permits u
reduce the recording times for the vibrating bells to as lit
as 3 s. Consequently, our experiments are much less s
tive to stray vibrations of our holographic setup, and we
now able to study the high vibrational modes of our bell
shown in Fig. 1.

We found that this development is very exciting for o
students since they are now able to perform experime
within their regular lab class that were so far reserved
professional acoustic laboratories.2,3
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a!Electronic mail: vach@leonardo.polytechnique.fr
1K. Menou, B. Audit, X. Boutillon, and H. Vach, ‘‘Holographic study of a
vibrating bell,’’ Am. J. Phys.66, 380–385~1998!.

2N. H. Fletcher and T. D. Rossing,The Physics of Musical Instrument
~Springer-Verlag, New York, 1991!, pp. 577–605.

3T. D. Rossing, R. Perrin, H. J. Sathoff, and R. W. Peterson, ‘‘Vibratio
modes of a tuned handbell,’’ J. Acoust. Soc. Am.76, 1263–1267~1984!.
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Interesting and simple interference experiments using
ser beams have been reported in the literature.1–6 In these
papers light interference is obtained using glass plates,1 film
plates,2 cylindrical glasses,3 computer punchcards,4 lenses,5

and microscope slide glass covers.6
- This paper describes a simple interference experimen
scattered light using a ‘‘dusty’’ plane back-silvered mirror,
screen, and a laser. The interference pattern results from
scattering from the front-surface dust particles and the ba
silvered surface. The oldest experiments with scattered li
Interference of laser light scattered from a ‘‘dusty’’ plane mirror
Javier González, Anayeli Bravo, and Karol Juárez
Plantel Nopala, Colegio de Bachilleres del Estado de Hidalgo, Apartado Postal 95, Huichapan, Hidalgo.
México, 42400
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observed by Newton7 and explained later by Young,8 are
presented by Walker9 and in a review paper by de Witte.10

A clean plane mirror can be adapted to a ‘‘dusty’’ mirr
using chalk dust,10 or by rubbing its surface with children’
modeling clay.11 Both produce the same interference effe
and the only difference is that with modeling clay a brigh
image is obtained.

The beam from a He–Ne laser first passes without
fracting through a hole in a screen, which is mounted in fr
of the laser. It shines perpendicular to a dusty plane mirro
shown in Fig. 1.

The interference of scattered light from a dusty plane m
ror with conventional light sources is well explained b
Walker,9 de Witte,10 and Pohl.11 In the case of parallel ligh
falling on the mirror, the interference effect is explained
de Witte10 in the following way: ‘‘Each scattering particle o
the dusty mirror surface and its reflection together act a
double source of scattered light. Interference from each t
source produces the basic fringe pattern.’’ For the laser,
beam of light is parallel rays with high accuracy.

Thus, laser light reflected and scattered from the du
mirror produces a beautiful interference pattern on
screen. This pattern consists of alternating bright and d
concentric, circular rings around the screen hole. The br
reflected image at the center is the point of zeroth-order
terference. When the mirror is slightly tilted, the rings r
main concentric, but they seem to open up from the cen
where the zeroth-order changes alternately from brigh
dark.

Formulas for the interference of scattered light by refl
tion from a plane dusty mirror are given by de Witte.10 For
normal incidence of parallel light the angular coordinateb,
where constructive interference occurs, is described by
Witte10 as

Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement for interference with a plane mirror
laser.
840 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 67, No. 9, September 1999
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sin2 b'~m/t!nl, ~1!

where t is the thickness of the mirror,m is the refractive
index of the glass (m'1.5), n is the bright ring order num-
ber (n50,1,3,...), l is the laser wavelength (l56.328
31027 m), andb is the angular coordinate of thenth bright
ring measured relative to the incident laser beam.

The radiusr of the interference bright rings and the di
tanceh of the screen to the mirror are related by

tanb5r /h, ~2!

and, for small emerging anglesb,

sinb'r /h. ~3!

Using Eqs.~1! and ~3!, we obtain

r 2'~m/t!nlh2. ~4!

Using different thickness mirrors~for example,t52.3
31023 m and t54.131023 m!, and different distancesh
~for exampleh51.6 m andh50.9 m!, we have obtained av
erage radii~r! for several ring orders~n! that are in very good
agreement with Eq.~4!.

This demonstration is easily reproducible, and it is illu
trative of light scattering and interference.
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PAULI TO SCHWINGER TO PURCELL

@Robert Kyhl# later reflected on the lengths to which@Rabi# had gone. Just before the war
ended, the noted physicist Wolfgang Pauli was brought in to lecture on modern quantum mechan-
ics. ‘‘A couple of weeks later, they got Julian Schwinger to come and tell us what Pauli had said.
A few weeks after that, they had Ed Purcell come and tell us what Schwinger had said.’’

Robert Buderi,The Invention that Changed the World~Simon and Schuster, New York, 1996!, p. 254.
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